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Drinking age officially 21
by Perry Waddell
The University News'
Last week, the Idaho State
Legislature raised the drinking age
from 19 to 21. House Bill 21 passed
the Senate 37-4, with one absent, and
will now go to the governor for his
signature.
This is one 01 two drinking-age
bills passed last week. The other,
Senate Bill 1044, has yet to be in-
troduced in the House.
Drinking age legislation has been
a controversial issue for the past two
sessions because of a federal mandate
which threatens to withhold highway
funds from states not complying with
the 21 drinking age. Legislatorshave
said this federal blackmail endangers
all state sovereignity.
The drinking age bills contain
some key elements not present in
most past legislation. One element is
the emergency clause, which puts the
law into full' force upon the gover-
nor's signature. Gov. Cecil Andrus
has- said he would sign such legisla-
tion, so the law could be in effect in
the next couple 'of weeks.
Another element contained in the
two, bills is the grandfather clause.
The grandfather clause makes the
legal age of consumption apply to
people who are at leastl9 by the day
preceding the bill's approval. In other
words, those born in February or
March of 1968 may be of legal age
this year, or else will not be, until
1989.
South Dakota' is currently
challenging the federal mandate in
court, contending that it violates the
Constitution by tying fund allocation
to an unrelated issue. Tho lower
courts have overturned the suit, but
the Supreme Court has agreed to rule
on the case. It will come before the
court before June 30.
Idaho filed an "amicus" on behalf
of South Dakota in the District
Court and the Court of Appeals.
This is a brief in support of South
Dakota. It makes Idaho, not a party
to the case, but a "friend of the
court."
The difference between these two
bills has to do with the lawsuit. The
senate bill has an escape clause that
repeals the law if the Supreme Court
overrules the federal mandate.
Sen. Mike Blackbird (D-Kellogg),
sponsor of the senate bill, said, "this
issue goes beyond raising the drink-
ing age." He said the 21st Amend-
ment gives states the right to control
liquor. ,
All Congress has to do is threaten
to withhold funds for any reason to'
gain states' compliance; "this impor-
tant states' rights issue should not be
ignored," he said.
The senate bill, which was first on
the agenda, passed quickly with lit-
tle debate. Some house members say
it has little chance of being introduc-
ed on' their side of the Rotunda,
"They will bury it and let the house
bill become law," according, to
House Minority Leader Jim
Stoicheff (D-Sandpoint), an oppo-
nent of a raised drinking age.
The house bill followed the senate
bill on the agenda and its debate,
which lasted for over an hour, rang-
ed from morality and ethics to civil
rights, economics, the age of maturi-
ty, and federal blackmail.
Sen. Roger Fairchild (R-Frultland)
said there are three main problems
with this legislation: the blackmail
issue, the treating of adults as adults,
and practical reasons-it would put
kids into cars, endangering lives. <'I
believe the courtwill come down on
the states' rights issue," Fairchild
said.
Fairchild said he was graduating
from high school and "looking at the
possibility of being drafted (into the
Vietnam War)," when the age was
being lowered to 19.
At 18, one has the full rights of an
adult, except the right to run for
Congress or the presidency, and a
drinking age of 21 is inconsistent, he
said.
He added that he is the sponsor of
DUI laws which are being used as
models in other states and that, in-
stead of excluding an age group,
See Drinking, pg. 9.
Money waiting to be written for
by Sheri Crook
The University Neil'S
The BSU President's' Essay, Con-
test originated in 1981, and was
started as an English. department
essay contest. The contest was an ef-
fort to encourage and reward ex-
cellence in writing, according to
Assistant English Professor Helen
Lojck , coordinator of Ihe first
contest.
,"We weren't recognizing excellence
irrthc area. It was nice to give a stu-
dent an "A" on a paper, but I thought
thc contest would give the students
Iurt her encouragement," Lojek said.
She said she went to the communi-
ty for support of 'the first contest.
"We contacted not just businesses
hut associations who recognized the
value 0'1' good. writing skills," she
said.
The community has been ext rcme-
.Iy supportive from the start and has
always provided the cash and prizes,
she said.
.In 1981, BSU President John
Keiser became a co-sponsor of the
contest and it was 'renamed the Presi-
dent's Essay Contest, Lojek said.
This year's contest is being sup-
ported by Morrison-Knudsen,
Albertson's, The Idaho ,Statesman
and the BSU Faculty Wives and
Women, Lojek said.
Community support in the past
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Teacher Reccqnttion year kicked off
SIx faculty receive new award
has come from Boise Cascade, J.R.
Simplot, the Boise Bar Association,
the Idaho Education Association and
others, Lojck said.
Submissions for the 1987 contest
-arc now being accepted, Essays writ-
ten by any currently enrolled BSU
student arc eligible. Essays written for
course work arc eligible, . but
previously published essays arc not,
according to Ken Sanderson, assis-
tant professor of English and contest
coordinator.
This year's contest has four'
categories. The first category is for
personal essays which arc informal
and based on writers' experiences;,
the second category is for expository
essays which can be formal or infor-
mal, on any subject, in any style; the
third category is for crirical cssays
which evaluate some work or works
of film, art, music, drama, or poetry ..
The last category is for essays on
teaching. These essays can be per-
sonal or expository; but must make
a point about teaching, teachers in
general, a particular teacher, or the
nature and value of formal
education.
All manuscripts must be 1,000 to
2,000 words, typed and double-
-spaced.
Essays should be submitted in an
envelope, listing the author's name,
address, phone number, student
number,and contest' category,
Sanderson said.
The author's name should not ap-
pear Oil the manuscript itself so that
judg<;s"will not .know who wrote ..
which essay, Sanderson said.
Students. should make copies of '
iheir essays because the submitted
copies will not be returned, he said.
The essays arc judged separately,
with each category having its OWl1'
three judges. One judge in each
category is a member of the-English
departments student relations com-
mince, and the other 11"0 arc selected
from the English department by the
committee, ,
Sanderson sa id t here arc no "set
rules" for the judging, but the three
judges in each category must agree
on the two winning essays.
Two cash prizes arc awarded in
each category. First place is $)50 and
second place is $75. This year's win-
ing essays will be considered for
publication in th~ next issue of cold-
drill, Sanderson said.
Contest awards arc presented to
the winners by Keiser, Lojek said .
Submissions from past winners
have received national recognition,
showing that BSU provides "quality
education," she said.
For further information, contact
Ken Sanderson, LA IOl-B, telephone
385-1232. Deadline for submission is
April 10.
Early birds:
Chrts Butler I University News
Students wend Iheir way to Class just.ufter
sunrise-after a visit to the SUB cafeteria.
, department of the College of Arts chosen from 91 studentnominations;'
and Sciences; Dr. Richard Payne, an Before the presentation of the
economics professor, was recognized awards by ASBSU, President John
Six faculty members, from the for the College of Business; Dr. Car- Hetherington and BSUPresident
School of Social SciencesandPublie roll Larnbert,'!Vhosespedalty is ear- John Keiser, the audience, about 100
Affairs; the.four colleges and Vo- lyenildhoiJd education, was .faculty,members and studeIitleaders,
Tech, ieceivedstudent appreciation recognized for the College of Educa- heard a barbershop quartet and three
awards at, the, first Teacher Recogni- tion; Faith Peterson, a nursing' inc guest speakers: State Board of
tion Dinner Feb. 17" structor, wasrecogniz<!d fOrlhe Col- Education member Mike Mitchell,
Dr. Laurel Thaynowicz. ,received lege of.Hea!thSciences; and - HetheringtdnandKeiser. -
rec.ognition for her work in the com- .Margaret Gourley" a child, care in- "Both Mitchell and Keiser spoke of
mimication deparmentof the School, struetor' in Vo-Tech, ~Is'o was their hopes for higher educaiion flln-
of Social Sciences and Public Affairs; , recognized. '.' "ding and expressed their apPreciation
Dr. Harry Fritchman was recognizc' . The recipients, who received a pIa- to thefacuJty of the university., '
.'ed for his efforts in the biology que and a aSU sweatshirt, were .Mitchell refen'edtothcJaculty as
"human capital. "He said, "The
government appreciates you, but is
not willing .to invest in you."
This year, however, he said the
government is' willing. to invest in
education. "It' is time for, Idaho's
legislature to putits money where its
mouth is."
The Teacher Recognition Dinner
was sponsored by ASBSli and is on e
of the first events' of Teacher
. Recognition Year alBSU. ,Keiser said
, he hopes Idaho Gov. Cecil Andrus
will make Teacher Recognition Year
. a sulte~wide eVent.
by Edith Decker
The University News
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For. vour
lntormetion:
A six-session workshop
designed to advance the education of
practical care nurses will be offered
by the BSU College of Health
Science beginning March 3 as pan of
its Continuing Nursing Education
Program.
The topic for the first session is the
physiology of volume control and
fluid replacement, Dates and topics
for, the remaining sessions are as
follows: March 10, acute renal
failure; 'March 17, advanced
dysrhythrnias; March 24, Catecho-
lamine and blunt trauma-induced
myocardial injury; March 31, central
venous oxygen monitoring; and April
7, stress-producing ethical dilemmas
in critical care.
The sessions will be held Tuesday
evenings from 7 to 9 p.m. in room 155
of the Science-Nursing Building, and
all area health care providers are
invited.
Cost is-S55 for the series or SIS for
individual sessions. For information
and registration, call the College of
Health Science at 385-1195.
Managers, supervisors or
anyone in a position of influencing
the motivation of others can learn
new methods of getting things done
through people, in a seminar offered
by the BSU College of Business, Feb.
26, March 5, 12, and 19, as part of
its Professional Development
Program.
The workshop will be led by Col-
lege of Idaho professor Peggy Rowe,
from 6:30-9:30 p.m, each night, in
room 222 of the BSU Business'
Building.
Cost for the seminar is,SI80 and
advanced registration is required. For
more. information, contact Mary
Smith in the College of Business at
385-1125.
Study international
finance abroad in the famous finan-
cial centers of Europe early this sum-
mer with the Boise State Continuing
Education European Finance
Workshop May 2O-June 12.
Alan Frankie, BSU associate pro-
fessor of finance, will direct the
workshop.
Participants will travel to London,
Brussels, Frankfurt, Munich, Zurich
and Geneva for visits with govern-
. ment and industry leaders and obser-
vation of such world-famous finan-
cial institutions as Lloyd's of Lon-
don; the London, Frankfurt and
ZUrich stock exchanges; the Mercedes
factory; Barclay's Bank and the Bank
of England.
The course may be attended for
audited. Costs include $2,200 for
the tour plus $298.75 for under-
graduate credit or auditing, or
undergraduate credit or auditing, or
$383.75 for graduate credit.
A deposit of $800 is due by Feb. .
27, with a second payment of $700
due by March- 30, and the payment
balance due by May J.
For further information, telephone
Frankie at 385-3462 or the BSU Sum-
mer Sessions Office at 385-3295.
Registered nurses who
would like to either refresh their
health assessment skills or learn new
ones, are invited to attend the first of
four sessions of the repeating
seminar "Basic Nursing Assessment"
Who: Everyone 19 and over
What: BSU Night
When: Every Thursday Night
, 8 p.m. til closing
Where: Club ~
Why: To Fight Inflation
With: Well Drinks $1.75
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Across Fran from BSUon Capitol Blvd
336- 7745
Feb. 27. The workshop is offered by
the BSU College of Health Science
as part of its Continuing Nursing'
Education Program.
Upon completion of the course,
students should be able to
demonstrate competence in gathering
Or analyzing objective data for a
basic physical assessment using a
systems approach. Stethoscopes will
be needed. '
Workshop leaders will be Marti
'Peterson, nursing staff development
coordinator at St. Luke's Regional
Medical Center; Barbara Smith from
St. Luke's Emergency Department;
and Beth Studabaker; flight nurse for
St. Alphonsus Regional Medical
Center.
Future sessions of the workshop
are scheduled for March 16, April 20
and May 18.
The seminars will be held in room
147 of the BSU Science Nursing
Building from 8 a.m.-4 p.rn, Students
may pre-register five days prior to the
workshop or at 7:45 a.m. on the day
it begins.
The cost is $50 for all participants.
For information call 385-1195.
, Gov. Cecil Andrus's signature was
the first on the card.
Smith said he plans to circulate the
card around the nation, leaving
March I on a 30-daY trip. The card
will end up in Philadelphia for the
actual birthday, Sept. 12. Smith said
he hopes the cad will be displayed in
Independence Hall in Philadelphia
before it goes on to Washington, D.C.
In an effort to assist the
Governor's Task Force on the Super-
conducting Super Colliderpromote
the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory as the site for the multi-
billion dollar project, the BSU
Department' of Construction
Management and Engineering has
reorganized to enable faculty
members to conduct research on the
SSC.
Marvin Gabert, director of the
BSU construction management pro-
gram is spearheading the university's
efforts to assist the task force, resear-
ching and developing cost and
scheduling estimates for the SSC
proposal. .
. The department is working with
the task force to provide information
showing that the SSC can be con-
structed more rapidly and less expen-
sively in Idaho than anywhere else in
the U.S.
Two area professionals will work
with the department pari-time to
assist with the reorganization.
Ralph Kangas, a licensed profes-
sional engineer with offices in Don-
nelly and Boise, will teach a class in
soil mechanics and foundation con-
A birthday card in
honor of the U.S. Constitution's
200th birthday will be in the SUB
lobby, .Feb, 24-27 from noon-5 p.rn.
awaiting signatures.
The card's sponsor, DeVon Smith,
said he hopes to make the card the
world's longest, breaking his own
record which was set with a 667-foot
card for the nation's bicentennial in
1976.
(Opy
YOUR-
TERM
PAPER
02-11-8712:10 p.m,
02-12-87/8:24 p.m.
02-13-87/6:00 p.m.
02.18.87/4:52 p.m,
02-18-87/8:59 p.m.
Grand Ihefl report
Petit Ihef! report
Stolen bicycle report
UU I arrest
nurglaQ'-in'llfligrcss
arrests
1'001 locker mom
G)'m locker momsun
Uniwcsil) Dr,
Puvilion llarking 101
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Creat copies. Creat people.
342-7995
615 S. Capitol Blvd.
Call: 385~3859
or
Drop by 8203 for an
appointment now!
College of Business Students
Freshmen and Sophomores (Lower Division)
Avoid the lines
Fall 1987 Advisement Begins
. March 2
LOOKING
FORA
CHAllENGE?
As on Air Force
officer, you can
always expectlhe
unexpected,
You'lI enjoy new
challenges, new
opportunities
and accept new
responsibilities.
Air Force Officer
Training School is
the place to starl.
Your college'
degree is your
lickel. Find out it
you quality, Call
(509) 334-0505
collect
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CAMPUS NEWS
Keiser considers vote
. by c.R. Cooley
The University News
"no." He compared it to a tax
increase.
Keiser said that there is a need for
the other two increases but that he
wants to sec. more information and
to hear other arguments.
In a President's Cabinet meeting,
Keiser will get the special election
results, ASBSU President John
Hetherington will provide additional
information and give the ASBSU
Senate's recommendation and the
sponsors of the fee increases will
plead their cases. After Keiser has
heard these issues, he will make his
decision.
Barring any sort of financial
emergency, Keiser said, all of the in-
creases, especially the health center's,
will be given support.
Keiser has the final decision on the
fee increases.
The date and place of the meeting
are yet to be announced, but anyone
interested in attending will be abiC to
get that information from the
ASBSU offices or the BSU Executive
offices.
Keiser said the meeting will be
scheduled for 2 or 3 p.m,
BSU President Dr. John Keiser
said unless Vice President for Stu-
dent Affairs Dr. David Taylor or
ASBSU comesup with a beller idea,
he will have to approve the $9 Stu-
dent Health Center fcc increase.
He will gather. more information
on the Child Care Center and Out-
door Adventure Program fee in>
creases in the President's Cabinet
meeting Feb. 23, but said they are
justifiable,' needed and vwell-
conceived.
The ASBSU Constitution was
ratified by the students in the special
election held Feb. II and 12, by a vote
of 513-193.
The students also voted for the
50-cent-per-semester child care fee in-
crease, 510-269, but voted against
OAP's $I-per-semester increase,
357423, and the $9-per-semester Stu-
dent Health Center fee increase,
257-515. '
Keiser said that, sometimes," stu-
dent opinion polls can be deceiving
because students see the words "fee
increase" on the ballot and vote
. , John· Sowell t UniverSity News
Senior John Weeks casts his vole in the recent ASnSU special election, while elec-
lion worker Roger Bolin signs in Susan Bauguess and Jim McAllisler,
Faculty Senate clarifies
Punch it out:
board's powers
hy Grant Amaral
The University News
President John Keiser for approval.
The amendments are, according to
Academic Standards Committee-
Member phil Eastman, "a minor
clarification. "
The lack of a clear definition of
the board's role was brought to the
attention of the Academic Standards
Committee last year when the board
waived policy in reaching a decision.
By waiving policy, the board essen-
tially made policy for an individual
which was not within its power, ac-
cording to Eastman:
The Academic Grievance and
Dishonesty Board, as outlined by the
BSU Student Handbook, is compos-
ed of an equal number of students
. and faculty. The board's jurisdiction
covers students' grievances regarding
grades and aeademic dishonesty.
There is a sharp difference of opi-
nion concerning the power of the
board to waive policy. In a letter to
the members, regarding' the
Academic Standards Committee's
proposed amendments, ASBSU
Vice-President Gina Luke said,
"These changes are ones that both
ASBSU President John Hether-
ington and I do not agree with. We
believe it will strip the board of the
power it was created and intended
for. "
Academic Standards Committee
Chairman Richard Payne said, "The
authority of the board was not clear
under the existing. wording." The
board docs not and was never intend-
ed to have authority to waive policy,
he said. a "sounding board."
Eastman, who helped frame the "Under the existing policy, the
former board policy and was a board is an effective channel for stu-
member of the 1984 Academic Stan- dent involvement in academic mat-
dards Committee, echoed Payne's ters. The amendments will essential-
remarks. The changes do not restrict ly strip the board, and in turn the
the board's power as originally in- students, of its power," Overton said.
tended, he said. The power of the Overton, a member of an ASBSU
board is, according to Eastman, ad hoc committee set up to review the
similar to that of the U.S. Supreme' board policy, was concerned with the
Court. . lack of student input into the new
"They do not make the law. They amendments. "Our committee was
do not waive the law. They interpret never approached.vOverton said.
the law," Eastman said. The changes
will not diminish the power and im-
portance of the board, according .to
Eastman.
ASBSU Sen. Rick Overton said
that, without the ability to waive
policy, the board will be reduced to.
The Faculty Senate passed a policy
amendment last week changing the
wording of two sections of universi-
ty policy outlining the Academic
Grievance and Academic Dishones-
ty Board.
BSU policy number 4101 will be
changed from "... in academic mat-
ters. '.' to "... in matters of academic
grievance and dishonesty," And
under section III 0(4101 the follow-
ing will be added "... The board
may recommend changes to the Stu-
dent Senate or Faculty Senate. The
board is not empowered towaive or
change university policy." The
amendments have been sent toBSU
Butler claims northern students
on a good deal of the campuses in
California. "
"We've never pushed for members;
they come to us. That's another one
a f your falsehoods. tr they want
to know and they want to learn and
they arc interested in preservation of
their people and their culture, they
come to us. If not, they'll go with
those who wish to destroy it," he
said.
they are into the movement, so they-
join with us," he added. .
"I visited the campuses and made
tapes, and I have spoken to the law
students there a couple of times, "he
said.
When asked about Butler's state-
ments, Terry Armstrong, executive
assistant to the president at U of I,
said he docs not think Butler has
many followers among U of I
students.
"We havc'a procedure for register-
ing groups so that they can use the
facilities and so they can be recogniz-
cd," Armstrong said. . '
He continued, "If that procedure
was followed and the individuals who
belonged to such a group followed
the rules and regulations and the
code of 'conduct that governs all
university persons, then certainlywe
would have no cause to do anything
probably but disagree with their
tenants, but such a procedure hasn't
been followed at all."
"I don't know that they have 15
members in Hayden Lake to be real-
ly honest with you," Armstrong said.
At LCSC, William Daehling,
academic vice president, said he is
not aware of any individuals who arc
members of the organization.
"I'm fairly close to the students
and I meet with the dean of students
.on a regular basis, and there's just
nothing.. I think Butler's just blow-
ing smoke,"Daehling said.
A couple of the students travel to
the Aryan Nation's compound in
Hayden Lake, according to Butler. "I
don't come down to recruit. It's prct-
ty self-explanatory, so they don't have
to come here for guidance," he said.
Butler said he does not recruit ac-
tively for members on Idaho college
campuses but leaves that to the what
he calls the "White Student Union."
The groups are not found on all cam-
puses in Idaho, he said, "but they are
hy Steve F. Lyon
The University Neil'S
There are at least I,S students on
the U of I and LCSe campuses who
arc active members of the the Aryan
Nations, the group's leader, Rev.
Butler, said.
Between the two campuses, Butler
said, most of the students who arc
members of his organization arc on
the U of I campus, but he said he did
not know exact numbers.
"I don't know how many there arc
in the sessions, It's a small group. I
would say there arc about 15 active.
I don't know really; they have their
sessions. They get together, but I do
know that they are becoming
politically knowledgeable now,"
Butler said.
There arc certain students who
have an "intellectual' bent," who
hold study sessions to "learn the facts
of history," he said. "They find out
BSU AIKIDO CLUB PRESENTS
YOSHIHIKO HiRATA
** Free Lecture **Education & Psychological Aspects
of Ki
Nez Perce Room
Student Union Building
Registration for AIKIDO Workshop Avaiiable
OPINION
It's time for a student; SBOE
The idea of having a student member on the State Board of Education,
although kicked around occasionally, is coming closer to fruition (and why
not?) and it is about time.
First, the "why not" question. We have some ideas. Perhaps when govern-
ments are composing boards, they do not think of the governed. Thi~ prob-
ably is especially true when governments think of students. Now, why IS that?
Perhaps because when governments (and boards) think of students, they think
of sixth-graders, or kindergarteners, or worst of all, liberal, inexperienced,
idealistic college students. Perhaps that is why a student position wasn't built
into the system in the first place. Perhaps that is why there is only a "50-50
chance" of getting a student on the board at this time. .
Think about that; consider that statement from a "viva democracy" point
of view. There is a 50-50 chance that a representative of those governed by
a board will be allowed to sit on that board. The idea that this representative
would have a vote apparently is too ludicrous to be considered. The fact that
the word's "Idaho" and "State" are part of the board's official name would
seem to indicate that they operate under some semblance of a democratic ideal.
What, then, is the problem?
Did the legislature doubt that a student would be a beneficial addition to
the board? Are boards not formed in order for many opinions to be
represented? Did the legislature doubt that a student would be capable of sil-
ting on the board? Is the word "student" not a stereotype for an immense
range of age, learning and experience? Are not students really individuals-
some capable of some things, others capable of others? Yes. Yes. Yes.
We urge, e-ven mandate, the legislature to pass Rep. Brent Brocksome's
bill to add a student to the SBOE. It makes sense; it is a lesson in represen-
tative democracy; it would be a great show of faith in the students of this
state-who will not be underestimated and who must be distraught by being
overlooked by their own governing board.
-LETTERS
Vet responds to •review
THE VIEW FROM
THE BASEMENT
Legislature blackmailed
by Karen Kammann "do-it-our-way-or-we'll-Iake-our-high\~ay-
The University News funding-marbl.es-home-and-not-p.latWlth-
- you" mandate In court. (Maybe this IS more
Well, the legislature has wimped out. Why of a bully-wimp than parent-child relation-
doesn't that come as a big surprise? The new ship.) In the Supreme Court, no less. Idaho
drinking age will be 21 as soon as Gov. An- has filed an "amicus," a brief that says we
drus signs the bill into law, which he has said support South Dakota, but do so as a "friend
he will do. of the court" rather than as a party to the
The bill passed does have a grandfather challenge.
clause, which is somewhat a mitigation of a To me, the amicus is a.brief that says we
bad thing. I can't help wondering, though, support South Dakota, but. not enough to
how much of the reason for the clause is face- stand up and do it right. We are a safely
saving among the legislators. After a couple political state. Instead of telling the federal
years of screaming (and rightly) "federal government we won't be blackmailed and
blackmail," when they did give in, the least joining South Dakota, we are saying to the
they could do was maintain some sort of court, "Well, we really agree with them, but
token resistance. whatever you want to do will be just fine with
And token does seem to be the word for us." Kiss, kiss.
the resistance. Idaho is behaving like a . It seems only one state has the guts to
naughty child; we want to do things our way, stand by its convictions.' Good luck to South
but are ready to kiss Big Daddy Reagan's Dakota's people in court-I hope they win
posterior if we get caught. and I hope they spit on our amicus in their
South Dakota is challenging the federal moment of victory.
LETTERS
ROTC disturbs rest in dorm
Editor, The University News;
As a resident of Driscoll Hall, I felt my
privacy was invaded by the ROTC on Presi-
dent's Day, Feb. -16, 1987. The cadets were
training between Driscoll Hall and the Com-
munication Building at 8 a.m. that day! The
exercises took place approximately 20 to 30
feet away from the bedroom windows of the
dormitory, obviously ignoring the rights of
Driscoll Hall residents. The drill was com-
prised of climbing a tree to the shouts of the
other cadets.
My point is: Is that tile only area on tile
whole camp/Is that they can train on a vaca-
lion day?!! '
Thanks to the ROTC, the residents did not
get the chance to take advantage of one of
the few days they could sleep in. This is not
the kind of action that can help ROTC to
build its reputation on campus.
I sure hope that in the future the ROTC
will consider the rights of non-ROTC
students when they conduct their training.
Sophie Coquillat
BSU student
Editor, The University News;
After reading the review of Platoon in your
paper, and talking with your reporter, I felt
\ needed to express a veteran's opinion of the
movie.
For me, the movie was powerful and to the
point. It depicted what it was like in the war,
especially the heat, bugs, and daily terror en-
countered by those of us who fought the war.
Your reporter gave the movie two points for
reality but missed the part that we bled a lot.
We didn't die in large groups, as most peo-
ple think, but one or two at a time from
booby-traps, snipers, and more booby-traps.
Once in a while one side or the other would
succeed in catching the other off guard but
mostly just daily attrition. In the entire war
there were only a few major battles, a lot dif-
feren t from previous wars.
The futility of combat in Vietnam was
another prominent point that I believe was
missed. We fought and died, as they depicted
in the movie, for nothing.
There was not taking of ground and
holding it, only wandering around until we
bumped into each other and then killing as
many as.we could before moving on, an ex-
tremely frustrating experience at best.
Thestatement that Chris Taylor was the
hero can only be miscontrued as a bad joke;
he was barely the lead player. There were no
heroes.in Vietnam other than the men who
fought and died there; they gave it all. How
can I say that? I have 10 or II medals and
ribbons from the war and I'm no hero. I
know men who were awarded the Medal of
Honor and can't figure out why they got it.
After the movie, I realized I had cried most
of the way through it. I was soaked with
sweat and required assistance to leave the
theater because I was shaking so bad. Most
of the men who served there had similar ex-
periences with the movie.
I believe the movie to be so powerful that
I don't recommend vets see it alone. Some
vets who have trouble dealing with their ex,
periences shouldn't see it at all.
As a Marine combat vet of the war, I, bet-
ter than anyone, could have picked the movie
to pieces, but to see the reality of the war on
the silver screen allows me the luxury of say-
ing hooray. No Rambos or John Waynes here.
They don't exist, anyway.
If only one 18- or 19-year-old sees the show
and changes his or her mind about the
military, it will have succeeded for me. War
sucks, and this movie shows that. It shows
the horror and the depths to which men will
go to survive it.
Steve Neff
U.S. Marines
Vietnam '65-'66
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Profs pack their bags, nextstop.Enqland
by Kathleen Cressler
The University News
Theater and opera also will be in-
cluded in Martin's excursions.
Pavesic said teaching and Jiving
, abroad will enrich his classes at BSU.
, He said he plans excursions from
Bath to Stonehenge and Avebury
Castle, among other places. These ex-
cursions are built into the program .
Pavesic said he does not plan any
digs, that he will be there "to learn ."
He said .he is excited at the cultural
experience of living abroad. He said
these anthropology courses are
"general survey courses, students of
any discipline can go to study."
Odahl said he believeswhat is nice
about the program is that "it allows
both students and professors full
credit."
The Bath site is the newest addi-
tion to the Studies Abroad Program.
Odahl said he believes that it is the
most effectivearea for teaching, and
that students and professors will feel
more .of the English culture there
Dr. Charles Odahl than in London or another bigger
city.
students will be able to see the places He said Idahoans should get into
. about which the authors were the program because they seem to be
writing. Martin said such "site more provincial and too isolated. He
specific" techniques will help said should try to see other cultures
students to understand better. to broaden their mental view. The Dr. Max Pavesic
Committee hears tesumonv ior improvements
Three BSU professors have been
chosen to teach in England, as part
Dr. Carol Martin
oftheStudies Abroad Program. The
professors are Dr. Carol Martin, pro-
fessor of English; Dr. CharlesOdahl,
professor of history; and De-Max
Pavesic, professor of anthropology.
Odahl will teach in Bath, England
during the winter semester, fro~.
January to March. Martin will teach
.in London during the winter and
spring semesters. Pavesic also will
teach in Bath, during the spring
semester, April through June.
Odahl, who was in the Studies
Abroad Program in 1981,in Avignon,
France, said he is "looking forward
to the same kind of positive attitude
in' Bath as was in Avignon."
. Odahl will teach ancient Greek,
Roman and British history.
The Studies Abroad Program con-
sistsof 10weeks ata location, With
one all-day excursion per week, and
one all-night excursion, in areas all
over England, pertaining to the
material the professor is teaching.
Martin will take her students on
excursions to London siteswhich per-
tain to the books she will introduce.
These books, Charles Dickens's
Bleak House and William
Thackeray's Vanity Fair,' in part-'
icular, arc set in London and'
James Hersch. a guitarist. played recently during the lunch hour in the Bolselan Lounge as one of SPB's concerts.
by C.R. Cooley
The University Neil'S
An ad hoc committee chaired by
ASBSU Vice President Gina Luke
has been formed to sec if the Student
Programs Board can be improved in
any way. -
Members of the Executive Branch
of ASBSU. members of SPB and
students at large are on the commit-
tee, Luke said.
She said the committee is like a lit-
tle workshop and stressed that the
study is being done, not because SPB '
is not doing a good job, but because
"there is always room for
improvement.' ,
Former ASBSU President Karl
Vogtstarted the process when he pro-
posed a plan which would have
streamlined SPB by doing away with
the director, assistant director and
business manager, Executive Assis-
tant to the ASBSU President Steve
Hippler said.
The ASBSU Senate proposed a
plan which would keep the director,
do away with the assistant director
and share the ASBSU Business
program is the main way to do that,
he said.
Foreign travel and the "studying
opportunity to learn, independently
and somewhat guided, will help
liberate BSU students from our pro-
vincial attitudes," Odahl said.
Manager with SPB, Hippler said.
The three main questions the com-
mittee will look into are how' SPB
should be funded, its structure and
its overall operation, Hippler said.
The function of the committee will
be to study how SPB functions and
how it can be improved, Luke said.
The first committee meeting will
be Feb. 27 at 7:30 a.m, in the SPB of-
fices, Luke said. The committee has
a deadline of March 21.
. "What can we do to improve?" will
be the main point of emphasis for the
first meeting, Luke said. ASBSU may
not change anything, .she added.
If changes are desired, a public
hearing will be held in which anyone
may express his ideas.
Vogt's interest in SPB did not come
out of any ineffectiveness on the part
of the group, according to Hippler,
but was 'more aimed at streamlining
it. "SPB this yearis doing a hell of
a job," Hippler said. .
The ad hoc committee, which is
looking more into the political ques-
tions than programming, will be
hearing testimony over the next
month, Hippler said.
Some universities okay on-campus drinking
FLAGSTAFF,AZ. (CpS)-After a
few years of prohibition, some Nor-
thern Arizona' students can drink
again on campus, if they go through,
a training program first. ,
At Alabama, fraternities will soon
be able to serve alcohol at parties
again, though only if they build six-
foot permanent fences around the
party areas and have 10 checkers at
the entrances.
At Lehigh in Pennsylvania, greeks
adopted it strict new policy of iden-
tificationchecks and "closed party
weekends" in order to retain some of
their student drinking privileges.
The trend that, in 1985-86, forced
hundreds of colleges nationwide to
ban student drinking outright, has in
recent months changed to allow a
limited ~mount of drinking.
In Arizona, for example, each of
the three'. state universities "now
allowsthe consumption of alcohol in
limited circumstances in dorms, but
no sale of liquor on campus," Glenn
,Brockman, associate counsel for the
, state board of regents, said.
Worcester State in Massachusetts
last winter let the_campusdry pub go
wet again, providing it can maintain
its own liability insurance and liquor
license.
The reason isthat outright liquor
bans have proven too rigid in some
cases.
The Univesity of Nebraska at lin-
coln, for one, almost had to pull out
of hosting Gov. Kay Orr's Jan. 9 in-
auguration because it officially ban-
ned liquor from the campus.
The regents relaxed the prohibition
for the occasion, despite one regent's
fear the move would "give students
a foot in the door" to modify the
policy permanently.
"When you let (students) drink at
19, then suddenly they can't, it's dif-
ficult for them to adapt to," accor-
ding to, Andrew Smith, director of
the Texas Union in Austin, which
runs a tavern on the premises.
A new law that changed the legal
Texas drinking age from 19 to 21 as
of Sept. I, 1986; "eliminated a lot of
patrons from what is a large tavern,"
Smith said.
His solution was .to ,"divide it.
Remodeling (of the tavern) into,
alcohol and non-alcohol sides will be
completed this spring," he said.
Though campus drinkers are get-
ting a little more leeway, no one ex-
pects the old days of lax drinking
policies to return soon.
"Thanks 'to MADD (Mothers
Against Drunk Driving) and similar
groups, there's lots of awareness of
drinking issues," Rick Brandel, Nor-
thern Arizona's associate director of
student life, said. "Students recognize
these issues and are looking for alter-
native activities to .drinking." .
, In addition, in 1984Congress rul-
ed states must raise their legal
minimum drinking ages t021 by 1988
or risk losingup to 10percent of their
federal heighway funds. Only a hand-
fulof states has failed to comply.
" "The de-emphasis on alcoholwill
continue as a trend as people realize
it's not, fashionable to drink to ex-
cess," according to Andy Bowman
of BACCHUS, a national group aim-
ed at controlling student drinking.
, "In states that raise their drinking
age-to 21, students who previously
could drink legally in bars feel left
out, so we'll see a trend toward more
and .more non-alcoholic bars."
Some Texas students are trying to
convince owners of popular off-
. campus nightspots to lock up their
liquor one night a week and open
their doors to underage students,
, Bowman said.
, ,Other colleges also are using "dry"
nightclubs and other incentives to
curtail illegal drinking among
underage students,
, Last- spring, Penn State and
Maryland, among many others,
.opened dry bars offering alcohol-free
drinks and live music several nights
a week. '
.One Northren :Arizona dorm
director founded a "high sobriety"
club aimed at teaching students that
it is "okay not to drink," Brandel
said.
"There's still abusive drinking
behavior on campus," he said. ','But
there seems to be a, growing trend
among students to be responsible in
their' drinking behavior and to
, recognize their drinking problems. "
Individual houses and whole greek
systems at Princeton, Ohio Stale,
Penn' State, .. Missouri, Idaho;
Washington, Stanford, Florida and
South Carolina, among many others.
adopted dry rushes during the last
year.
But greeks themselves often have
no choice. In December, for instance,
a federal court said Villanova could
beheld liable for an off-campus auto
, accident related to an a off-campus
fraternity party at which minors were
given alcohol illegally.
"Schools know that presuming no
control over greeks puts them in no
better liability position," Bowman
said. "So greeks are doing more to
safeguard themselves, and colleges
are trying to ensure campus-wide
adherence to the same set of
regulations:'
Nevertheless, he said "in some'
schools, there are lots of infractions
against drinking policies. At others
there are a minimum of problems. It
depends oil. how much time, the
university and the students spend
talking about the changes."
"Where that isn't done, there are
probably a lot of growing pains," he
said.
'j
THE FILMS
'Radio' not a, dial·turner
by Edith Decker
The University News
Woody Allen. is the personification of a
3 OOO-piece jigsaw puzzle-too hard to put
t~gether, entertaining for a different ti~e
frame, well, puzzling. It must be no surprise,
then, that his newest film, Radio Days is the
same way.
It is the '40s. It is not just the shiny-black-
tloors-and-just-too-divine-radio-and-movie-
stars '40s; it is also the God-we-were-poor-
and -Spen t -a -Iot-o I'-t ime-l is ten ing - t0- the-
radio-because-it-was-cheap '40s. Allen
achieves this by narrating the film as a
reminiscence of his childhood and
rudiohood. _
. Allen is played by a junior look-alike, a
member of a large Jewish family in a suburb
of New York. The movie moves back and
forth between this (slightly zany) family and
various tales of the Beautiful People who
worked in radio-especially a cigarette girl
at a posh restaurant (Mia Farrow): She even-
tually, with the help of sexual persuasion and
diction lessons, becomes a radio star.
As you might have surmised, the film is
a loosely connected, often amusing, series of
vignettes, mostly to do. with radio shows,
radio stars and radio memories. Youmay ask,
"Was that enough?" Categorically, no.
Farrow is playing a dopey blonde for the
ick-illioruh time. The sleeping-your-way-to-
tire-top game is too old to comment upon.
Besides this, the movie moved more slowly
than an average (noi an above-average, mind
you) Star Trek episode.
"Good points?" you ask weakly. A
wonderful score, including some of the great
songs-of the period (one of my favorites): The
Ink Spots, Frank Sinatra; "The A Train,"
"Paper Moon," the list is long and luscious.
And all of them were matched with the ac-
tion perfectly. .
Aaaannd, yesss, I admit it, there were a few
funny scenes. Yesss, beyond-amusing,
actually-funny scenes. A spoof of the stan-
dard sports column, for instance, in which
we envisioned the baseball hero-s-being
deprived of appendage after appendage-
still rising to the challenge, keeping the great
pitches corning, even after a leg, an arm and
his eyesight were missing. You gotta have
heart. (Aren't you glad sports writing has
advanced-c-at least a little?)
Overall, however, the film just doesn't have
enough oomph to recommend itself for a $5
monetary outlay. The selling just isn't enough
to pull the movie out. Besides, there's
something strange about making a movie
about radio. .
Radio Days is playing at the Eighth Street
Marketplace and israted PG.
THE· THEATER
'The Father' a one-timer
hy Valerie Mead
The University Neil'S
It take" gut" to tackle such a complex. in,
tense (dare I say weird") pial as St rindbcrg's
The Fat her on Ihe college level.
Think of Chckov at his most tort urous.
Think of Ibsen. Depressed? Your ego hang,
ing out in tattered strips like a cheap suit sent
through a Kenmore dishwasher? Good;
you've got the right mindsct for this one.
The recent translation byW.L. Turner, ar-
tistic director for the Orcgon Shakespeare
Festival, is excellent in transformingwhat I
assume was Swedish into language the
modern American can understand, even if the
plot is too deeply mired in Victorian male,
female gender-role analysis to bear explain-
ing furt her.
Okay, okay. Adolf (Rod Wolle), a captain
in the Calvary, is slowly being driven out of
his mind by his wife Laura{Holly Holsinger)
who wants sole control over the future of
their only child, Bertha (Shannon Simonton).
Adolf's family is running amok with control,
ling women, including his childhood nurse,
Margaret (Kelli Powell Fischer). The only
men he has contact with arc jonah (Alec
Call), his brother-in-law, Doctor Eastland
(Kevin Troutt), the company physician, and
Corporal Horning (Jim Mitchael), a
lascivious member of his' command.
Wolfe's slow descent into la-Ia land, ac-
companicd by a regression to childlike
dependence on thc women who want tocon-
trol him, was a little too choppy to be bclicv-
cd. Like his Willie Loman in Death of a
Salesman, Wolfe's Adolf only becomes
believable when lie's yelling or whimpering.
Holly Holsinger is marvelously controlled
asthe manipulating wire, but maybe too eon-
trolled lor the non-reasoning. Victorian
woman she'ssupposed to bc-s-hcr actions ap-
pear too consciously planned.
Kevin Troutt, coolly skeptical as a man of
science. had the best diction .01' the cast.
When Shannon Simonton remembered her
lines, she was well-typecast in the role.of the
simper,ing ingenue. Jim Mitchacl, on the
other ·hand, was quite stiff with Horning's
casual attitudes; dialogue and actions were
at odds with each other.
Kclli Fischer's attempt at Parkinson's
't rcmors was a nice touch, but not entirely
consistent, and Alec Call's' version or the
brdthcr who understands all too much hit a
nice balance between nasty and pure,
. The set design, scenery, costumes, light and
sound were well thought-out and well ex-
ccutcd, Production staff and crews should
receive kudos all round. All in all, The Father
is a show pretty much· worth seeing.
However, it's onc of ·thosc shows you only
wan!to sec once. II's at the Morrison Center,
Stagc II, Feb. 25-28, and it's free to full-time
students. Othcr folks will pay $2-5.••
Falkback
asbumbfing
detective
The Cheap Detective stars Peter Falk as
a clumsy, bumbling San Francisco private
eye who must solve the murder of his
partner or take the rap. While looking for
the killer, the sleuth becomes involved in
a tangle of people and problems which all
seem to revolve around an ancient, miss-
ing treasure-a dozen diamond eggs.
OUT & ABOU
Sound isn't everything
The Lodger is Hitchcock's first thriller:
his first cameo appearance and his first
use of the theme of an innocent man at-
tempting to clear himself. The narrative is
presented in strong visual terms, especial-
. Iy the opening murder sequence.
Everyone who has ever gone to college
can identify with The Freshman. Harold
Lloyd plays Harold Lamb, "the latest
sports model freshman." He has seen the
movie "The College Hero" six times and
he knows just how to act. Naturally,
Harold beC0r11eS the campus joke-until
he wins The Big Football Game.
The Tell Commandments, the original
version of Cecil B. DeMillc's blockbuster,
stands as one of the great spectacles of '
the golden age of silent pictures. The plot
moves back and forth in time to show the
relevance of its Old Testament morality to
contemporary immorality. This spectac-
tular was acclaimed for its innovations in
special effects.
The Phantom: of the Opera, Lon
Chaney's debut asa full-fledged horror
film star; presents him as a mysterious
voice coaching a soprano through her
dressing room at the Paris Opera. When
the voice summons her to a meeting, she
discovers a masked man who, when un-
masked, shows a face too hideous to ,
describe. Chaney has been credited with
much of the direction.
.Ii; sa & B fJU
Future philharmonics to play
The Treasure Valley Youth Symphony give young orchestral musicians a chance
will present its first concert of the to' perform major symphonic music with
1986-87 season on Feb. 25. The concert the full complement of woodwinds,
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the SPEC, and brasses and percussion."
will be condl1cted by Michael L. Samball, Seventy-one high school andjunior
'associate profess'or of music at BSU. high students will participate in the youth
The program for the concert includes symphony, which is sponsored by the
sclections by Handel, Bach, Weinberger . , Boise Philharmonic in cooperation with
a~d Ralph Vaughn Williams. The purpose the BSUMusic Department. Admission is ~
ot the group, according to Samba II, "is to $2-3. .
MONDAY
Discussion of The Father, Morrison Center
Stage II, 7 p.m., free.
SPB Film, The Cheap' Detective, SPEC, 7
p.m., $1-2.50.
TUESDAY
Book Discussion, Alice Walker's The Color
Purple with Dr. Mamie Oliver, Boise Public
Library Auditorium, 7 p.m., free.
Cyclists' Racing Clinic, SUB Boisean Lounge,
7:30 p.m.,. free. .
WEDNESDAY
Lecture, "Gender Roles in Drama," by Barry
Kraft, YWCA' clubroom, 7:30 p.m.
Thealer and Engli~h Department Workshop,
Barry. Kraft on Hamlet, Morrison Center
Stage II, 1:30-2:30 p.m.;. Hugh Whitfield on
directing, Morrison Center Stage II, 3-4 p.m.,
free.
Youth Symphony, SPEC, 7:30 p.m., $2-3.
SPB Film, Atomic Cafe, SUB Boisean
Lounge, 3:30 p.m., free. '.
Panhellenic Casino Night, SUB Lookout,
7:30 p.m.
Theater Arts Production, The Father, Mor-
rison Center Stage II, 8:15 p.m., $2-5.
Free Tax Help AvaIlable, Business Building,
Room 215,7-IOp.m.
THURSDAY
Shipman Festival Keynote Address, "Women
in Early Film," by Mollie Gregory, Hem-
ingway Center,. 8 p.m., free;
Leclure, "Gender Roles in Drama," by Barry
Kraft, Hemingway Center, 4-5:30 p.m., free: '
Theater Arls Producl!on, The Father, Mor-
rison Center Stage II, 8:15 p.m., $2-5.
.Ameriean Fesl!val Ballet, Coppelia,Morrison
Center,8 p.m., $II-20.
FRIDAY
Brown Bag Lunch Leclure, "Women in Film
Today," by Mollie Gregory, YWCA
Clubroom, 12 noon, free.
L«ture on The GlassMenagerie by Dan Ren-
ner, LA 208A, 12:40-1:30 p.m., free.
,Music Department Faculty RedIal, Morrison
Center Recital Hall, 8 p.m., $2-4, free to BSU
students and personnel. .
Reading, Frank Church. letters, SUB
Lookout, II:30 a.m.-I p:m., free.
. SPBFilm, Phantom of the Opera, Hem-
ingway Center, midnight, $1-2.50 .
Theater Arts Production, The Father,.Mor-
rison Center Stage II, 8:15 p.m., $2-5 .
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On their toes again
Coppelia, one of the world's great
classic ballets, will be performed by the
American 'Festival Ballet at the Morrison
Center, Feb. 27 at 8 p.m., and Feb. 28 at
2 p.m. Both "productions of the
ballet will be performed with the
Boise Philharmonic Orchestra
with Daniel Stern conducting.
The ballet, first perform-
ed at the Paris Opera in
1870, tells the story of
a mysterious toy-
maker, Dr. Cop-
, pclius, and the
problems that
occur when
he creates a
beautiful
life-like
doll named
Coppelia. The.production
is famous for its humorous
second act and for its col-
orful, rousing folk dances
and village scenes. Admis-
sion is $11-20.
JT•
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.' Theater types descend
The BSU English and theater depart-
ments are joining forces 10 bring theater
greats to Boise for u number of
workshops, beginning Feb. 25 with
Shakespearean actor Barry Kraft, who
will speak on Hamlet in the Morrison
Center Stage II, from 1:30-2:30 p.rn.
Hugh Whitfield, associate director of
the American Academy of Dramatic Arts
in New York, will discuss script develop-
ment, focusing on Equus and Fifth of Ju-
ly, from 3-4 p.m., also at the Morrison
Center Stage II.
Kraft will give a lecture on gender
roles in drama at the YWCA in the
clubroom at 7:30 p.m. He will focus on
the witches in Shakespeare's plays.
On Feb. 26 in the Hemingway Center,
Kraft will again present his lecture,
"Gender Roles in Drama," at 4 p.m., and
on Feb. 27 at 12:30 p.m, in LA 208A, ac-
101' Dan Renner will discuss specific
scenes from The Glass Menagerie. All
, workshops arc open to BSU students and
are 'free.
Is the Nude Rude ?
Mollie Greg()ry, keynote speaker 1'01' the Nell Shipman film Festival, will spcak on
Shipman and othcr women pionccrs.of thc film industry at 8 p.m. in the BSU Hcm-
ingway Ccnter. Shc will atso address thc m011lhly YWCA Brown
Bag Lunch Program on Feb. 27 at noon in thc YWCA Cluliroom,
focusing on morc recent women in film. On Salllrday, Feb. 28,
shc will autograph copies of hcr lalest book, Equal 10 Pieces, at
the Book Shop in downtown Boisc. .
Gregory has more than a dozen scrcenwriting crcdits, has had
two books publishcd and is a frequent Iceturer on the mcdia. She
is very activc in womens' movements and was the keynotc speaker
for. the 12th annual Equal Rights Amcndment Awards Luncheon
in San Francisco. '
Hsu plays for anniversary
Thc 25th anniversary of St. Paul's
Catholic Center at BSV will be celebratcd
with a piarioconcert on Feb. 28 at 8 p.m.
at thc church 01) University Drive.
The concert will be preSented by the
performing class of BSU piano professor
Madeleine Hsu. Selections for the conccrt
will include works by Chopin, Brahms,
Mozart al)d Beethoven. Admission is free.
...~..•.. , ...
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Wrestling vs, BYU, Gym, 7 p.m.
SATURDAY
Amcrican .'cstivalBiJllct, Coppelia, Mor-
ris,on Center, 2 p.m., $11-20.."
Book Signing by Mollic Grcgory, The BOOk
Shop, noon-2 p.m., free.
Silcnt HIm FestiVal, Ten Commandmems, 10
a.m.; Freshman, I p.m.; Scarlet Letter, 3 p.m.;
The Lodger, 5 p.m:; Back to God's Country,
8 p.m., Hemingway Center; free.
Idaho Theatcr for Youth, .Goldilocks and lite
Three Bears, BSU Reading Center, 5th floor
Education Building, II a.m., $2.50 plus tax.
Piano Conccrtwith Madelinc Hsu, St.Paul's
, Catholic Center, 8 p.m., free.
James M:CowanCollcction of Art Opening, '
Boise Gallery of Art, Thes.-Fri., 10 a.m.-5
p.m., weekends, noon-5 p.m., closed Monday.
Theatcr Arts Production, The Fatlter, Mor-
"rison Center Stage II, 8:15 p.m., $2-5. .
'Womcn's Baskctball vs. Portland State,
Pavilion, 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAY'
Sunday Conccrt Hall, KBSU-91.3 FM,
L~. '.
Premicre Film; Sid &Nallcy, The Flicks, 2:30
p.m. and 6:45 p.m., $3-4.50.
THE TUNES
Former TSC.ersstro·ng
by Till! Johnstonc
The University-News
by Curtis nay Conley
The University News
Eric Savage's Hard Four YOllrLove has no
long 'drawn-out guitar or drum solos, no
tricky over-dubbing, nor a decp message.
What it docs have is II well donc rock-and-
roll songs about sex.
Eric Savage and the Pcnctrators arc a local
group; actually, thc Pcnctrators arc a collcc-
Iion of Boise's finest musicians from Boise's
flncst bands .
All of the songs were written, produced
and arranged by Eric Savage, and with titles
like "I Want to Play With You," "Hard Four
Your Love" and "Make Me Corne Wltll
You," the album's primary theme is not hid-
deli among cloudy lyrics.'
Although you will not find this album sit-
ting atopthc top 100 chart, nor find a single
frolllthc album playing on the Top-40 count-
tion to make it sound fresh. "Why You Treat
Mc So Bad" is a lush, thickly layered ballad
with strong vocals, and heavy synthesizer
strings.
The Bill Withers classic "Lean On Mc" is
nicely updated with a soft piano and vocal
introduction which yields to a crisp, almost
industrial rhythm bass. Thc song is built up
.on arrangements. 'Unfortunately, nocredits
arc listed for vocalists on this album. This,
the new single, will probably bc on the radio
well into the spring.
Other album highlights include "Situation
#9." This song is about as hook-filled as they
come and is strengthened by thc male and
female trade-off vocals and thc overall pro-
duction. "Heavy On My Mind" is standard
rhythm and blues farc-e-stcadyrhythm and
trademark percussion. Here again, Jay King
is able to bring his production talents to use
in making this songsound better than 'it
would under normal production. "Let Me
Go" is a simple, straightforward ballad, nicely
sung by thc lady in the group.
Jay King and his Club Nouveau have put
out a strong, across-the-boards (and across-
the-charts) pop LP. From the simple funk of
"Jealousy," with its big band introduction,
to the jazzy horn samples of "Promises, Pro-
mises," Life, Love, and Pain is well-rounded
and well-produced ... and a lot of fun.
down, Hard Four YOllr Love is a worthy ad-
dition to any collection.
"Hard Four Your Love" and "Give Mc
l.ove" arc two songs that stand OUI from the
rest. "Hard Four Your Love" uses a mix of
backing vocals and guitars to produce a uni-
que sound not found on the rest of the
album. If one song was chosen to be releas-
ed, then this would bc my choice, though you
would be more likely to hcar Dave Stonc play-
ing it than Casey Casum,
The guitars in "Hard Four Your Love" arc
more than reminiscent of Heart's "Bar-
racuda" or anything by Bluc Oyster Cult, but
the vocals of Savage and the backup singers
give this song a sound of its own. The more
I hear it, thc more I like it.
"Give Me Love" shifts thc tempo down a
bit. Though it has a few too many in-
struments, the song slands above the crowd.
Slowing the tcmpo Icts tltc influcnces of
the localtalcnt show
itself. The short gui-
tar solo "feels"
blucs, giving lifc 10
the song.
"Connection" is
another standout; by
providing a different
sound from the rest
of thc songs. a new
sidc of Savage is
revcaled. "Connec-
tion's what I
need / connection
betwecn you and
me." Possibly,
Savagc is after marc
than just scx?
This locally pro-
duced album sounds
much like a demo
tape, but I hope this
"demo" will brcak
Savage into the Big
Time.
by Ismael Quilantan
The University News
John Sowell I Unlvilrslly News
Senior theater arts student. Nancy Berger works on a wall hanging projectIn Ann Jones' weaving class
held Saturday mornings. Many art classes are held in the little-known art annexes, converted houses near BSU.
animal lover, and owned a private
zoo full of animals she used in her
films. Therefore, as a part of the
festival, Morlan Nelson, birds-of- .
prey expert, and Nell Shipman's
granddaughter, actress Nina Ship-
man, along with a team of other
animal. experts, will present two
workshops on the care and training
of animals called "Making Lassie
Bark and Trigger Trot," to local
schoolchildren.
The first workshop will run from
9:30 a.m. to II a.m., the second one
from I p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
On Saturday morning, Feb. 28, a
symposium on the salvaging and
preserving of old films will be held
upstairs in the Hemingway Center.
Trusky said this program will be.of
interest, not only to film archives or
others interested in restoring old
films, but to home-movie producers,
who will be able to find out about the
. historical value of their own films .
Excerpts from old movies of a
Snake River expedition and a nudist
colony will be shown as part of the
program.
The festival will conclude with a
silent film festival and the public re-
premiere of Shipman's biggest film
Back to God's Country, on Feb. 28
at 8 p.m. All of the events are free,
and will be held in the Hemingway
Western Studies Center.
many colleges .totry to recruit
students to become education ma-
jors, predicted. the teacher population
would have to grow by 10 percent by
the 1990s, Hecker said he thinks the
real number is closer to five percent.
Using the same Education Depart-
ment statistics as the Carnegie
Forum, Hecker said the "best
evidence" suggests enrollment in
education courses has risen enough
since i98J, to fill the gap.
"This does not mean every school'
can fill every vacancy with a certified
by Michael J. Knllpp
The University Nell'S
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Weaving in circles:
After years. of storing unused
looms,the BSU art department
beganoffering a special topics class
in weaving in fall 1984.
.Dubbed Art Annex 5, the building
in which it is taught is now beginning
to percolate with ideas for expansion
of class offerings under the ad-
ministration of Instructor Ann ;
Jones, who took over in fall of 1986.
Starting next fall, Jones will teach
. several new introductory courses.
"The purpose of these introductory
courses is to acquaint students with
the wide variety of media in textile
that can be explored," she said, also
saying she. will be working with
students to make sure she emphasizes
the methods they prefer. .
"There will be emphasis on weav-
ing fibers, dying yarns, textile batik
and stitchery," she said.
"Men should come into textile art.
Traditional boundaries that helped
.associate textile art with women no
"longer exist," Jones said. She also
said she is enthusiastic that some nice
works have been done by non-
traditional students -,
'.'Public interest in textile art form
. has increased substantially. Fiber arts
sell very well for display in commer-
cial buildings."
.Jones previously taught at Texas
Tech University in Lubbock,moving
to Boise when her husband, Daryl
Jones, accepted the position of Dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences
at BSU. "I love this area very much
and am inspired to express the beau-
ty in artwork," she said.
Autobiography kicks film festival intQgear
pioneer Idaho
Shipman.
Toni Trusky, festival coordinator,
associate professor of English. and
Shipman scholar, said the kickoff
. event for the festival was the release
of Shipman's autobiography covering
her years as a .film star, The Silent
Screen arid My Talking Heart, on
Feb. 14.
Shipman wrote her autobiography
from 1967-69 after reading Lionhead
Lodge by Lloyd Peters, one of the
workers at Lionhead, which, she felt..
inaccurately portrayed life at her film
studio on the north shore of Priest
Lake.
Her three years in Idaho began in
July, 1922, when she moved into
Forest 'Lodge Hotel. In the spring of
1923, she purchased what was to
become the first (and last) silent film-
studio in Idaho; Lionhead Lodge.
While she was there, she threw a
party for any guests that would like.
to come to Lionhead. The party did
not keep Shipman awake all night.
Shortage
a Chicken
little error
~.:".
However, her dog, Tresore, yelped all
night long from the burn of cyanide
in his stomach which he got from a
cyanide-laced steak one of her
enemies fed to him. He died in the
morning.
Shipman's stay in Idaho ended
after her studio went bankrupt due
.to a legal matter. Shipman left
Lionhead in January, 1925.
Along with the releaseof the book,
a videocassette of Shipman's film A
Bear, a Boy and a Dog will be made
available.
Beginning Feb. 22, the Hemingway
Western Studies Center will host an
exhibit on Shipman. The display, en-
titled "From Pantages to Priest
Lake," will trace Nell Shipman's
career from her early vaudeville days
to her her filmmaking days in
Lionhead Lodge.
According to a program printed
for the festival, "displays include rare
.photographs, silent film projectors,
cameras, and memorabilia, oil pain-
tings, sheet music, and a video about
the making of Shipman's 'The Grub
Stake.' " .
The keynote address for the festival
will be "Women in Film," presented
. by Mollie Gregory, a screenwriter,
novelist, and past president of
Women in Film. She will speak on
the history and contributions of
women in the history of filmmaking
Feb, 26 from 8 to 9 p.m. in the Hem-
ingway Western Studies Center
auditorium. .
Trusky said Shipman was an
CPS-:-The teacher shortage many ex-
perts predicted-and which has con-
vinced many collegians to become
education majors-may not happen
after all, the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics said.
Bureau researcher Daniel Hecker,
in a new report called "Teachers' Job
Outlook: Is Chicken Little Wrong
Again?" said American colleges are
producing just about as many
teachers as there are teaching jobs.
While the Carnegie Forum, in a
widely cited report that inspired
teacher," Hecker wrote in the report.
"Conditions vary widely by special-
ty, region of the country and degree
of urbanization."
But others are proceeding with
plans to graduate' new teachers
A number of states have; rais-
ed teachers' salaries substantially in
recent years, in hopes of drawing
more teachers to their schools.
In early December, the California
commisssion on the TeachingProfes-
sion called' for an ROTC"style'
scholarship recruiting effort to in-
terest students in .getting teaching
degrees.
Representatives from the Univer-
sityof Iowa's Education Placement
Office said they still think there is a
shortage, adding that 80 percent of
the education majors graduating
from the Vof I got jobs last year.
. And students, lured by sweetened
scholarship deals and promises of
higher-paying jobs, are, in fact;
changing. their majors.
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Upto the job hunt?
It is already time
by Nancy Reid
The University Neil's
Roni Leuck, BSU employment
development specialist, said February
and March are the right months to
look for summer jobs.
"Students are more likely to find
jobs that pay better and that relate
.to career goals, if they start early,"
Dr. Dick Rapp said. Rapp, the direc-
tor of Career Planning and Place-
ment, said he is also a supporter of
the February Job Hunting Club.
-"Finding work is hard work,"
Rapp said. Students should start
thinking of what they want to do this
summer, now, and take advantage of
the time off at spring break to start
job hunting actively, Rapp said.
"This year the job market in the
Northwest is going to be very tight;
there won't be many easy openings,"
he said.
"Persistence, without being obnox-
ious, and creativity are the keys to
finding summer employment,"
Leuck said. Students can be persis-
tent without being obnoxious if they
seek employment in a professional
manner, according to Leuck.
She said it is unprofessional even
to pick up an applicaiton in shorts
or torn jeans, because first impres-
sions arc lasting.
The first step in pursuit of summer
employment is to make a list of
businesses that one would like to
work for this summer, Leuck said.
Furt hermore, she suggested the
. Greater Boise Employment Directory
as an excellent source of potential
employers. .
The Directory lists 500 Boise com-
panies, with additional Information,
including those companies with
seasonal employment and the contact
person for the companies. The Direc-
tory is available at the Career Plan-
ning and Placement Office, the BSU
Library and the BSU Bookstore.
Rapp said students should "net-
work." By networking, he said,
students should make everyone they
know aware they are looking for a
job.
"Everyone" includes faculty, ac-
cording to Rapp. "Many times, peo-
ple in the business community call a
BSU professor and ask if he (the pro-
fessor) knows of a student who could
fill a position," he said.
"Only 15 percent of the jobs of-
fered are publicized," Rapp said.
Other sources of employment op-
portunities both Rapp and Leuck
recommended are: the BSU Job
Placement Office; Idaho Job Service;
temporary agencies, such as Kelly
Services and Manpower; employ-
ment agencies which do not have
finder's fees; local newspapers; and"
city, county and state personnel
offices.
Leuck said, "the BSU job office is
open all summer, for students that
are continuing at BSU in the fall."
Drinking
Continued from pg. 1.
Idaho should be encouraging a high
standard of personal responsibility.
Sen. Skip Smyser (R-Parma) said
the legislature is being asked to find
an arbitrary figure for the drinking
age and, instead, lawmakers should
be dealing with people at any age
who are abusing alcohol. Smyser said
. the 19- and 20-year-olds arc 110t the
problem age group and Idaho should
have the right to make its own
decision.
Sen. Jerry Hanson (R-Boise) said
it was not proper, moral or ethical to
keep the age below 21 and doing 50
would allow people to be out of con-
trol. Sen. Denton Darrington (R-
Declo) said many young people were
out of control and the state's cost
from abuse of alcohol is high. "It
starts somewhere, .. he said,
Senate Minority Leader Kermit.
KiebertHr-Hope) said one thing that
had not been discussed was' the
economic impact of this legislation.
There have been studies done that
estimate the loss at anywhere from
$8-40 million per year in North Idaho
Letters, notes
to be read
Ralph Hansen, BSU librarian,
will make a presentation on the
Frank Church papers from 11:30
a.m-I p.rn. in the SUB Lookout
Room on Feb. 27.
Hansen will read a sample of
humorous-letters and notes from
the collection of the BSU library
archives and will discuss the status
of the library's cataloging process.
Admission is free.
The 'library received many of
Church's papers after" the
senator's death.
alone, he said.
House Member Doc Lucas (R-
Moscow), commenting on the bills,
said themain issue is lives. Idaho will
"lose more lives by raising the drink-
'ing age," he said, Lucas said it would
put 19~ and 20-year-olds out on the
highways and into an uncontrolled
environment where they could be .
killed.
"There is no magic age for drink-
ing or anything else, .. according to
Senate President Pro Tempore James
Risch (R-Boise), who carried the
house bill in the senate. .
Risch said the senate bill probably
would not make it through the house
and that, for practical purposes, the
senate should pass the house bill so
there will be at least one piece of
legislation. .
The house bill passed the senate by
a smaller margin than the senate bill;
25-15. If both bills were to pass and
be signed by the governor, the last
one to. be signed would be the law.
Blackbird said. the legislation
would allow someone to own a bar
and liquor license but not be of legal
age to drink at his own
establishment.
Flying litter bug:
This empty can found its way into
the branches of a tree on campus:
wind or manpower? Either way, as
,prin!: hits its stride, liller is POPII-
in!: up all over, (The phntogrupher
did his part by chucking the can
after he photographed i/.)
Group prepares for Soviet trip
by Eric Cawley
The University News
to Moscow the next day. On July 21,
students will begin their tour by go-
ing on an orientation of the capital
city, and will spend that evening at
the Rublev Museum and the Spas
Andronikov, The following six days
will be spent in Moscow, visiting such
sites as the Kremlin, the Armory, the
Lenin Mausoleum, the Novodevichy
Monastery and possibly a folk dance
performance at the Kremlin Palaces.
The traveling continues with stops
at Zagorsk, Abramstevo and
Yaroslavl. At Yarcslavl, students will
go on a full-city tour, visit the Icon
Museum, meet with the local Kino
Club and go on an all-clay boat ride
on the Volga River. The tour will con-
clude in the Moscow area, with such
.citics as Yasnaya Polyana, Suzdal,
Vladmir and Bogolynbovo being
visited. The departure date will be
Aug, 2.
While in Russia, students will see
many celebrations marking 'the 70
years since the Russian Revolution.
But what may prove to be surprising,
Lundy said, are the prices. For exam-
ple, a ticket to the Bolshoi ballet costs
less than 50 cents. Colors are another
thing that may surprise the first-time
American tourist. Unlike the drab,
grayish colors of the suits, uniforms
and houses of the Russian people as
depicted in the television miniseries
Amerika, the Soviets, in reality, are
quite fond of bright, floral colors.
Home decorations, clothes and even
public buildings are often done in
pastels, especially blues and greens,
The meals on the trip, Lundy said,
will be typical Russian meals, The
usual breakfast cons isIs of cheese or
other dairy products, pastries for
lunch and cabbage soup and potatoes
(the Russian equivalent of the
American meat and potatoesdinner)
in the evening. .
"The surprising thing," Lundy
said, "is when you're in a restaurant,
and they bring you this food and
beer, And once you've eaten and
drunk all that, they'll bring you more.
They just keep feeding ·you."
Although thc Boise tourists prob-
ably never. will sec an orange on
their trip (oranges are a rare com-
modity, due to the climate) they will
sec some things which most
westerners regard as non-existent in
Russian society, such as running hot
water and color television. In some
stores, even VISA and Mastercard arc
accepted.
Ervine Christopher, a senior
history, major at BSU, is one of 10
students registered to travel to Russia.
"I think it'll; be a great chance to be
with the Russian people, and see how
they feel, think and live," hc said.
The tour, which costs $2,598, in-
eludes airfare from Seattle to the
Soviet Union, hotel accomodations,
food and drink, all excursion and
entertainment costs, service charges
and tips.
For more information' about the
tour, contact Lundy at 385-1985.
Looks just might be everything
money instead and that may be what
eventually makes the relationship
work. "
Someof the book's findings show:
• Pretty women get bet tcr grades
in college than their plainer
counterparts, possibly because.
professors tend to remember
them.
• Attractive job applicants are
more likely to get hired and be
paid more.
• Tall men do better in the job
market than short men.
When a group of BSU students
,travel to the Soviet Union this sum-
mer, they won't see tanks, glum Rus-
sian faces or distrusting KGB agents
posted outside their rooms.
What they are likely to see,
however, are cities and sites that cover
1,000 years of Russian history, accor-
ding to Phoebe Lundy, history pro-
fessor and organizer of the excursion.
"The students arc pretty surprised
when they talk to a Russian, because
of their friendliness and warmth.
They really know how to laugh and
have a good time," Lundy said.
The tour, which has been named
the "Golden Ring" tour because the
cities to be visited lie within a close
proximity of each other, is different
than most college and university
tours which travel inside the Iron
Curtain. Most schools, Lundy said,
Iravel in a group with other schools,
thus limiting to a certain degree both
group and individual freedom to see
what they want.
"But this tour is different. We'll be
the only school represented. The
students will be able to visit small
towns, hobby groups, day care
centers and even have private
meetings-all things you can't do as
a big group," she said.
The tour is scheduled to leave
Boise for Seattle and Helsinki,
Finland, on July 19, and continue on
NORMAL, IL. (CPS)-Physically
attractive people arc more likely to
get good grades and land better jobs
than their plainer counterparts, ac-
cording to a new book called Mirror,
Mirror, which explores the impor- .
ranee of physical attractiveness in
school, at work, and in romantic
relationships.
The findings, by Illinois State
University Professor Susan Sprecher
and University of Hawaii Professor
Elaine Hatfield, indicate that looks
may be . more important' than
previously believed.
For example, they learned that
couples consider physical attrac-
tiveness to be the most important fac-
tor in beginning interpersonal
rclationships.:
"In the early '60s, studies seemed.
to show that things like intelligence'
and social skills brought people
together," Sprecher said.
"Now, in real life, it seems aurae-
tivc people meet attractive people and
that seems to work at first. Of course,
when you get beyond the surface, you
find you need more social matching
to make relationships work. One.
partner may not be as physically at-
tractive as the other, but may have
"""."
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•.• 10.. Number one MSU falls 10Broncos, '72-59
points as point guard Ray Willis, the which Hayes hit two free throws for
smallest and fastest man on the floor, a 50-46 lead.
went on a tear, hitting from live, 17 MSU's Mark Fellows scored on a
For the first time since BSU and 15 feet. free throw and Domako hit an eight-
became a four-year school, the Bron- . Childs then made two free throws, footer, but the Broncos countered
eo basketball team has won 20 after which sophomore Jeff Foster, with three free throws to maintain the
regular-season games. a 6-10 reserve center, tipped in a four-point lead.
With 11,881 fans in the Pavilion rebound. While BSU only hit four baskets
Feb. 21, the Broncos whipped Mon- MSU's Clamon 'Jacobs scored on in the stretch, the Broncos were near-
tana State University, the first-place a short jump shot for a 16-12 lead, perfect from the free-throw line, hit-
team in the Big Sky Conference, but Foster hit two free throws' and ting 16 of 18 in the last eight minutes.
72-59, running their record overall to Arnell Jones scored from under the With the Broncos ahead 53-49,
20-5 and their league record to 9-3. . basket' to tie the' score. Shann Ferch and Willis each hit two
MSU still leads the league with an For the remaining 6:50 of the first free throws to tie the score.
'11-2recordand has one Big Sky game half, the Broncos stayed with the Doug Usitalo and Hayes then each
left against the University of Mon- Bobcats, who seemed ro be a hit two free throws, followed by a
tana, which BSU overwhelmed 86-51 perpetual motion machine, but could Usitalo layup that gave BSU a six-
Feb. 18. . not take the lead. MSU led 30-27 at point margin.
- BSU has two road games left. The the half. Jaeobs connected with an eight-
Broncos travel to Reno Feb. 26 and The Bro~cos began disastrously in footer, after which Childs hit from 15
meet Northern Arizona University in the second half, and Dye called feet and Hayes made a free throw.
Flagstaff Feb .. 28. timeout with 15:47 remaining and After the third Bobcat timeout of
If the Grizzlies were to defeat MSU MSU ahead 41-33. the half, Usitalo made two free
whileBSU pie ked up two victories, After that break, Kelley hit the first throws and Childs scored on a fast
the Broncos and Bobcats would tie bucket from underneath, followed by break around a l3-footer from Kral
for first place-in the regular-season a similar basket by Jones and a Ferch.
standings. Any other combination 19-footer from guard Dan Olson that Childs and Jones then combined
would result in MSU' winning the was called a three-pointer by one for four free throws to bury the Bob-
conference title outright. referee and overruled by another as cats 13 points under at 70-57.
For some time against MSU, things MSU took a timeout. Childs led all scorers with 21
were not going well for the Broncos. MSU's Tom Domako connected points, while Jones added 15 and
Sophomore guard Chris Childs with the first basket following the Kelley had II. Jones had 13 rebounds,
penetrated for the first bucket before timeout, but Jones countered with while Hayes pulled down seven.
one minute had elapsed in the game, another shot from underneath. Childs led with five assists, while
but BSU was stifled while the Bob- . Willis's three-pointer 15 seconds Usitalo had three steals.
cats. scored three baskets on fast later gave the Bobcats a46-41 lead Against UM Feb. 19, BSU shot
breaks in the next minute. with 11:58 to go. 65 percent from the floor, destroying
Childs countered with a IS-footer As the emotions of the crowd, the Grizzlies early in the game.
to pull within two points, but MSU which was the second largest in Big The Broncos led by eight at 18-10
appeared to be bothering the Bron- Sky Conference history, rose to a after 10 minutes and were up by 17
cos, who weren't able to passwith the level of hysterics, Olson hit a three- at halftime.
efficiency of previous games. pointer from well behind the 19-9 line The second half also was all Bron-
Head Coach Bobby Dye signaled to pull BSU within two points. cos as Foster had his career night,
for a timeout with 16:03 remaining, Childs then drove under the basket scoring 14 points, mostly on tip-ins
after which senior center Jeff Kelley for a hooked layup to tie the score. of missed shots.
responded with a rim-shaking slam Three missed shots followed, after Jones led the Broncos with 19
dunk. Kelley and Eric Hayes were which Jones scored in the key to give points, followed by Foster. Usitalo
playing in their last Bronco game at the Broncos their first lead since the managed five steals ill the game and
the Pavilion. game was one minute old. dished .QUt. five assists, while Hayes
The Bobcats scored the next six MSU took another timeout, after led in that category with six.
The making of a player: Kelley talks about the game
by Christopher Wallon .
The University News
".J -
Mine, all mine:
There is a cliche in sports that is
used often on television and in
newspapers saying that a player has
. finally "come into his own."
The cliche is t rue of BSU's Jeff
Kelley. .
"Basically, I've become more ag-
gressive on the offensive end of the
~'loor," he said. "I told myself that,
In order for us to be competitive, I
had to take more shots and go to the
boards more aggressively."
Kelley has done exactly that this
season, averaging more than II
points per game after his high
average the previous three years was
6.9. .
. Kelley is also averaging more than
five rebounds per game. As the Bron-
co squad's only fourth-year player, he
Brian Beckert University News
Senior Erlc Hayes makes a steal and
heads for the Bronco basket.
is showing the leadership expected of.
him.
He began with the BSU team in'
1983·84, Head Coach Bobby Dye's
first year in Boise.
"When Iwas a freshman, coming
from a small town, it was all pretty
exciting. Before college I had never
played before more than 30n people
in a game, "he said.
The native of Taft, Calif. played
a reserve role that season, scoring
only 1.9 points per game as the
Broncos went 15-13 overall and 6-9
in the Big Sky Conference.
"I just tried to blend into the
background and learn from the guys
that were the stars; and from Coach
Dye," Kelley said.
His relationship with Dye was ad-
mittedly shaky at times. Many peo-
ple, Dye included, expected big things
from .the 6-9, 225·pounder.
by Christopher Wallon
The University News
Step by step:
Brian Becker I University News
Jeff Kelley, a senior. stays with
MSU'sTom Domuko, number 35.
"The first three years with coach
Dye was a love-hate relationship. He
was a hard guy to figure out," Kelley
said.
In 1984-85 as the Broncos tallied
a 16-13 overall record and a 6-10 Big
Sky mark, Kelley averaged 6.9 points
playing behind senior Bruce Bolden.
.Thcn came 1985-86, when he was
tabbed as a fulltime starter. His
points dipped to 5.8 per game.
"The last couple of years I just
kind of went at it halfway. I didn't
know what I wanted to do. Personal-
. ly, I don't think I've had the type of
career that· I should've had or
could've had, butl have no regrets.
Well, I regret last year when we went
below .500."
BSU suffered its worst season of
Dye's Bronco tenure (also the only
losing record he had ever had). in
Kelley's junior year, finishing 12-16
overall. That led most basketball
magazines and the Big Sky coaches
to pick the Broncos for last place in
the conference, which was a. predic-
tion that did not happen.
"This year's been a dream come
true. We've got a chance to win a
championship. All through, from
junior high on, I've never been part
of a championship team and this is
my chance to do that,' Kelley said .
Kelley was not particularly surpris-
ed at the success BSU has had this
season. "I was only surprircd at the
margin of victory in most of the
games. We've never beaten teams that
badly before. This is the most exciting
year that I've been with Boise
State-the fun support, the backing
that we've received-definitely the
most memorable year."
He cited several' reasons for the
success, including better team spirit.
His own success has its reasons.
.. It's easy to get pumped up when
you know this is the last time in com-
petitive . sports you'll ever have
thousands of people rooting for
you," he said.
Kelley's relationship with Dye has
improved greatly, he said. "This year
it's been real good because I've tried
to do everything he's told me to do.
That's the way you get along with
Coach Dye-just try to do everything
he risks of you and there won't be any
problem. "
"Our fans have really come to
know basketball," Kelleysaid. "For
years this has been a foot ball town,
and now they're coming to realize
that basketball is.an interesting game
. to watch." .
Kelley wants to win the Big Sky
championship. "I think we have an
excellent chanceto win the tourna-
ment," he said.: ..We're better than
average. We're coming together at the
right lime; We know each other bet-
ter than we did at the first of the
year. "
"In the tournament, it's a new
season. We all want to get to the
NCAA's."
J
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Can you AFFORD
LESS than
top Quality?
•
-Term Papers
:Thesis
-Reports
Call: 344-7773
Creative Assistance
4678 Bluegrass, Boise
for Word Processing
.by Pat Admire
t t
BLOOM •.·COUNTY
HARTBEAT
((
MATH BUlL-DINer IS TH~WOI2S -
1,2 \1'·'/CHES WITHouT RUNNINq INTO
A fOOT.! .
VELEYPUNTOONS by Dawn Davis by Bradford Veley
"Hi, guys! Can leall you guys?"
THE ·LAST· LAUGH
Puntor condom week
byValerie Mend and Edith Decker
The University News
Last week was national condom week. We celebrated it. Did you? You may
have without knowing it.
What's funny about condom week? Well, to begin with the dates for the
week were Feb. 14-21. Does that first date ring a bell? Yup, farmboys, it was
Valentine's Day-a-the day for lovers and loving and puppy giving and con-
..dom use. Do you know how many children are born on Nov. 14? Lots. Think
about it, 0 Scorpio types.
WoRatwere some of the fun games you could have participated in during
condom week (besides the obvious)? Try promoting the week's annual "Con-
dom Couplet Contest." We don't knowcxactly what this involves, but it
sounds like a ball, doesn't it?
If that isn't quite to your taste, try scheduling local health pros to "educate
on condom use and how to promote the use of condoms." Interesting ques-
tion, how to use a condom properly; we assume blowing them up with helium
and flying around the room, sticking them on your teacher's doorknob and
stretching them out and leaving them in your younger brother's sheets are
not-included in the "proper uses." And wouldn't you like to be around for
the Inevitabledemonstration at one of these educational gct-togcthcrs? We
would,
If you are of a more political nature, you might consider the other alter-
native, petitioning the networks to allow contraceptive advertisements. (Not
that they need advertising.) We've seen one of these proposed commercials.
A girl is saying that she likes sex, but she's not willing to die for it. Well,
the phrase, "I'm dying for sex," is not on its way to extinction. Which phrase
do you think will win out? Our bets are on the dark horse.
National Condom, Week has two goals. One is to increase male involve-
ment in family planning. We'd just like to increase male involvement, period.
But, seriously folks, the other goal is to prevent unwanted pregnancy and
the spread of sexually-transmitted diseases. Nothing funny there.
What's going to come out of this week of latex appreciation? The 50-ccnts-
a-shot dispensers are likely to spring up in bathrooms everywhere. And, since
50 percent of condoms arc bought by women these days, it probably 1I'0n't
be a men's-rooms-only affair. Where next? The dorms? "A dispenser in ever y
lobby, a condom in every wallet." How's that for a: university-wide slogan?
(One feels that Herbert Hoover would not approve.)
Other campuses, we jive you not, have Ilirted with condom delivery SCI::
vices. "Guaranteed to come before you do," was the .Harvard slogan. 11\
good. Yes, it is. But, we like ours belter.
",
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DOWN 27 Country of
Africa
1 Blemish 28 Period of time
2 Sharpen 29 Pile
3 Printer's 30 Pilaster .
measure 32 Hindu peasant
4 Mediterranaan 36 Aeriform fluid
vessel 37 Raise
5 Talons 42 Goddess of
6 Lecture discord
7 Pronoun 44 Condensed
8 Choir voice moisture
9 Musical 46 Vessel
instruments .48 Remunerate
10 Greek letter 49 Clever
12 Manuscript: 51 Region
abbr. 54 Is ill
14 Spanish 55 Co.zy co~ner
article 56 Paid. notice
17 Bird's horne 57 Footlike part
20 Likely 59 Japanese drama
24 Harvest 62 Indian mulberry
25 Follows Fri. 64 Note of scale
ACROSS 58 Tremulous
. 60 Malden loved
1 That woman by Zeus
4 A state: abbr. 61 Loss
6 Cognizant of 63 God of manly
11 Part of saddle youth
13 Strike out 65 Vapid
15 Running 66 Symbol for
16 Remain erect yttrium
18 Freshwater 67 Inquire
duck
19 Beverage
21 Pitcher
22 Hypothetical
force
23 Irons
26 Pigpen
29 Detest
31 Former
Russian
ruler
33 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
34 Half an ern
35 Mature
38 Pigpen
39 A state: abbr.
40 For Instance
41 Wan
43 Aroma
45 Moccasin
47 Having notched
edge
50 Sun god
52 Contended
53 pale
56 Armadillo
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HELP WANTED 268, Dcpt.. E6, Studio. City, Calif.91604.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS; Domestic and
overseas. Now hiring kitchen help,
'deckhands, maids, gift shopsales,
summer and career opportunities.
Call (206) 736~2972, ext. E093. ,
EXCELLENT INCOME for part-
time assembly work. For information
call (312) 741-8400, ext. 1429.
TEACHING ASSISTANT. Grad stu:
dent earn up to $8,OOO/school year
managing on-campus marketing pro-
grams for Fortune SOOCompanies.
Write to: Campus Dimensions, 2000
Market St., Philadelphia, Penn.
19103. Attn.: Gene Liechty or call
(800) 592·212i.
EXCITING BOSTON-,-Sports,
Nightlife, Theater, Entertainment!
Live for one year in the Boston area
with a carefully screened family as a
live-in Nanny. Good-salary, vacation,
Nanny Network. Call (617) 794-2035
or write One on One, 10 Berkeley
Lane, Andover, Mass. 01810.
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040~
·$59,230/yr. Now hiring. Call (80S)
687-6000, ext. R-7849 for current
federal list.
$IO-$Soo WEEKLY/UP mailing cir-
culars! Rush self-addressed, stamped
envelope: A-I, 11020 Ventura, Suite
268, Dept. ES, Studio City, Calif.
91604.
$IO-$Soo WEEKLY/UP mailing cir-
culars! Rush self-addressed, stamped
envelope: A-I, 11020 Ventura, Suitc
WANTED: Managers for New Bron-
co Football Program. Apply at the
Varsity Center or phone Patti
Morgan at 385-1281.
EARN $480 weekly-$60 per hun-
dred envelopes stuffed. Guaranteed.
Homeworkers needed for company
project. stuffing envelopes and
assembling materials .. '.Send self-
addressed stamped envelope to JBK
Mail Company, P.O. Box 25·33,
. Castaic, Calif. 91310.
HELPline-People helping people.
Ext. j469. 10:30 a.mA:30 p.m., M-E
I USED 10 LISTEN. 10KBSU
bumper stickers. $1.25 each or 3 for
$3.00 plus 25 cents postage. Send "
check to Bushwurx, 2311 Gekeler,
Boise,' Idaho 83706. •
24-HOUR HOTLINE for families
and friends of alcoholics.
Call Maryann: 385-3907,' 327-0125.
FOR RENT
STUDIO ROOMS V2. block from
SUB. Utilities paid. $170 month, $125
deposit. 38S-7259 days 384-1035 or
344-0071 evenings .
ROOMMATE: Female to share two
bedroom duplex in S.E. Boise. Non-
smoker only ..Has WID, garage and
more. $163 and utilities. 336-8209.
FEDERAL, STATE, and civil service
jobs now available in your area. For
information call (805) '644-9533,
Dept. 132. . ASTROLOGY-NUMEROLOGY
Readings, $40. A unique gift ... to
yourself ... to another. Call Bobbie
Riggs-Priest (208) 322~4148.
FOR SALE MISCELLANEOUS
XT TURBO-$795 Computer
specialties, 2428 Overland Road,
Boise, Idaho. 385-081S.'
ARRESTED-INJURED-SUED.
For reasonable attorney's fees, call
344-1066 or 465-0803. Full service
law office.
RESERVED PARKING PERMIT
for sale-SUB lot. $25. Call Bobbie,
322-4148.
FOR SALE: 1979 Chevy Camaro.
Great Condition. Low miles. Cheap. BP.regnant?NeedHelp?
Free preqnancy test 50~ Single
($1.00 Regular) .• Students petition Congress not to • Sociology minor in peace studies
cut Higher Ed. budget denied
• Gay panelists speak in dorm • Work study eliminates positions
Expires: 3-8-87
o Opinion poll: do students want • SBOE delegates activity fee
to help fund KBSU? authorityto Keiser
All help is confidential and free With Coupon
I
I
I
BIRTHRIGHT
342-1898 1104 Main St.
Our three-year and
two-yearschohirsrupswon't
make college easier,
Just easier topayfor,
E\Tn ifvou didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could fi'nish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to 51,000
a vear, Get all the facts. BE AI J, YOU CA\: BE.
BOISE STATE UN1VERSITY AR}~ ROTC
385-3500
F AR1V1Y RESERVEOFFICTR.C;· TRAININC Cl'P,PS
Wanna Job?
Take a look. See if you qualify.
Copy Editor: Experience in journalism
necessary. Grammar and spelling must be up
to snuff. Knowledge of AP style helpful. Most-
ly Thursdays, Fridays and weekends.
Secretary: Duties primarily in the receptionist
area. Typing helpful. Must be well-mannered.
Should befree to work M,W,F mornings, T, Th
afternoons. No weekends.
Typesetter: If you are a quick, accurate typist,
we will train overSpring.Break. Need to be free
Saturdays. ;
Reporters: Good writers, grammarians and
spellers needed to write on assiqnment-i-nsws,
features,sports if you're interested. Pay per col-
umn inch. Good experience. We will train.
Apply at The University 'News offices,
SUB Annex; .345·8204.
ALL POSITIONS PAID.
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1013 Vista
343"5995
BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL?
D~
DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS™
FREE.
~II@
Before you burn out on
studying, pick up the
phone and call Domino's
Pizza. In just 30 minutes
we'll deliver hot, delicious
pizza right to your door.
No problem!
Our drivers carry less
ttlan$20.00.
Limited delivery area
~ 1984 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
-------------------~-------------------I - I. .... . . •. Dinner Only $13.50 for a two- I Dinner Only $8.75 .for a two- .•
I Item, 16" pizza and . . _ Item, 12" pizza and• for Fa Ii four servings of Coke~'>If T , two servings of c~ke·1
I Ui. One coupon per pizza. I or WO. One coupon per plzza.1
I Expires: I . Expires: I
I . I . '. . II Fast Free Deliv ..ery I Fast Free Delivery I
1013 vista Ave. I 1013 Vista Ave: •
: ·2hone:343·5995 I,.... Phone: 343·5995 I
I . c-8 !11! I
'1 . .... I...... <,>. .1
. ··.1 . '.. . ,. J---------.---~-.------------~----------
